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PARIS: A record-breaking transfer window has seen
the likes of Paris Saint-Germain, Manchester City and
Barcelona spend hundreds of millions of euros so far
on new players. With all the major European leagues
except Spain closing for business on Thursday, AFP
Sport takes a look at how, and why, clubs are splash-
ing such large amounts of cash.

Foreign investment 
The close season’s two biggest spenders so far

have been Manchester City, taken over by Abu
Dhabi’s Sheikh Mansour in 2008, and Paris Saint-
Germain, who have been the beneficiaries of Qatar’s
billions, fronted by Nasser Al-Khelaifi, since 2011. The
exact worth of these two men is hard to calculate, as
they come from wealthy royal families and are in
essence representatives of their oil- and gas-rich
countries. But both have piled money into their
respective clubs. 

City have been one of Europe’s biggest spenders
since stunning the Premier League with a 42-million-
euro signing of Robinho on transfer deadline day in
2008, while PSG rocked the entire football world by
paying a world record of 222 million euros ($264 mil-

lion) to sign Neymar from Barcelona this summer.
The money does not just come from the Middle

East though - Russian oligarch Roman Abramovich
started the new breed of billionaire foreign owners
when he bought Chelsea in 2003. The Chinese are
starting to take a slice of European football too.
Businessman Li Yonghong took out a 300-million-
euro loan to buy AC Milan, but was still able to spend
40 million euros on signing defender Leonardo
Bonucci from Juventus in July. 

Political statements 
The most stunning move of the close season came

when PSG paid Neymar’s release clause to prise the
Brazilian playmaker away from Barcelona. The move
came after the start of a diplomatic crisis in June that
saw countries including Saudi Arabia, the United
Arab Emirates, Bahrain and Egypt cut off diplomatic
relations with Qatar and impose trade and travel
bans. For Qatari Khelaifi to spend 222 million euros
on Neymar, plus a possible 180mn on Monaco
youngster Kylian Mbappe, sent a “strong signal to the
world of sport” and is a “challenge” to the UAE and
Saudi Arabia, according to political analyst Andreas

Krieg of King’s College London.

TV billions 
The Premier League is football’s bastion when it

comes to producing eye-popping figures, and its
£5.14-billion (5.59 billion euros) TV rights deal has
given English top-flight clubs extremely deep pock-
ets. The last deal was agreed in 2015, and saw Sky
pay £4.2bn for five of seven TV packages, with BT
Sports buying the other two. That groundbreaking
agreement was worth 71 percent more than the pre-
vious rights deal in 2012. BT announced after the auc-
tion in 2015 that it would be paying £7.6 million for
each live game.

TV rights for Spain’s La Liga went for a compara-
tively small three-year deal worth 2.65 billion euros,
while rights for France’s Ligue 1 are worth 748.5
million euros a year. The bumper deal for the
Premier League has had two clear effects - clubs in
other European leagues now know that they can
hold out for much larger transfer fees when English
sides bid for their players, while moves between
Premier League teams are becoming more and
more expensive.  — AFP

What is driving stunning transfer spending?

LONDON: Manchester City were reported to have upped their
bid for Arsenal forward Alexis Sanchez yesterday as a record-
breaking transfer window sped towards a dramatic conclusion.
British media reported that having seen a £50 million ($64.4 mil-
lion) offer for Sanchez rebuffed, City had returned with a second
bid of £55 million plus add-ons.

Liverpool and Tottenham Hotspur completed moves for Alex
Oxlade-Chamberlain and Serge Aurier respectively as record
Premier League spending soared above £1.2 billion. Paris Saint-
Germain’s sensational 222 million euros ($264 million) capture of
Neymar from Barcelona earlier this month has sent transfer fees
skyrocketing across the continent. In addition to Brazilian icon
Neymar, PSG are also poised to wrap up a deal for 18-year-old
Monaco wunderkind Kylian Mbappe.

The French teenager is expected to join on a season-long
loan before signing for 180 million euros next year in a move
designed to prevent PSG falling foul of UEFA’s Financial Fair Play
regulations. Barcelona have already spent 105 million euros, ris-

ing to 145 million euros, to prise France starlet Ousmane
Dembele from Borussia Dortmund. But Liverpool continue to
resist Barca’s attempts to lure Neymar’s Brazil team-mate
Philippe Coutinho to Camp Nou, having rejected three offers for
the playmaker. Liverpool and Arsenal, who may need to replace
both Oxlade-Chamberlain and Sanchez, have been linked with
Monaco winger Thomas Lemar. However, with deadline day
clashing with a round of World Cup qualifying matches, Lemar
spent Thursday preparing for France’s game against the
Netherlands at Stade de France. Liverpool are reported to have
spent £35 million on Oxlade-Chamberlain, who is believed to
have signed a five-year contract. The 24-year-old England mid-
fielder is thought to have rejected a new contract offer from
Arsenal and an approach from Chelsea, both of whom were pre-
pared to pay him more money.

Swansea swoop for Sanches 
“I know my choice might come as a surprise to many and the

decision to leave was tough after being a part of the club for so
many years,” Oxlade-Chamberlain said in a Twitter post. “But I
feel that this move is right for the next stage in my ongoing
development.” Oxlade-Chamberlain follows Mohamed Salah,
Andy Robertson and Dominic Solanke through the door at
Anfield, while Naby Keita will arrive from RB Leipzig next year in
a club-record deal worth over £48 million.

Making room for the new arrivals, Belgian striker Divock Origi
has joined Wolfsburg on a season-long loan. Spurs are believed
to have paid £23 million to sign controversial Ivorian right-back
Aurier from PSG. Aurier, 24, received a two-month suspended
prison sentence last year for assaulting a police officer and was
banned by PSG for directing a homophobic slur at former coach
Laurent Blanc. In an appeal to Spurs’ supporters, he said: “This is
a fresh start for me and I will do everything to make the Spurs
fanbase, which is huge and diverse, proud of me.” — AFP 
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France ghosts fire Kane 
World Cup dreams

LONDON: Memories of the chasing England were given
by France’s Kylian Mbappe and Ousmane Dembele remain
fresh in Harry Kane’s mind as he contemplates his side’s
path to the World Cup. England are on course to secure a
ticket to Russia ahead of today’s qualifier against Malta in
Ta’Qali, but recent friendly games have laid bare the
extent to which they trail behind the global elite. In June,
the brilliance of Mbappe and Dembele enabled France to
weather the mid-game dismissal of Raphael Varane and
beat England 3-2 at Stade de France, but rather than
being cowed, Kane was inspired.

“I don’t think it’s daunting,” the Tottenham Hotspur
striker told reporters at England’s St George’s Park head-
quarters this week. “At the end of the day, we only lost 3-2.
I know they were down to 10 men for the majority of the
second half. I don’t think we’re that far away. We’re a little
bit behind at the minute. France are an extremely good
team with a lot of good players to choose from, but so are
we. The most important thing for us now is to qualify for
the World Cup and we can do that by winning the next
two games. If that’s done and dusted then we can really
start preparing.” — AFP 
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Perfect Germany out to 
secure World Cup ticket
BERLIN: Joachim Loew’s world champions Germany head
to Prague for today’s World Cup qualifier against the
Czech Republic focused on preserving their 100 percent
record. The match is Germany’s first international of a sea-
son which finishes with the World Cup final. Having won
all six qualifiers so far in Group C, victory at Prague’s Eden
Arena will leave Germany on the verge of confirming their
place at Russia 2018 before hosting Norway in Stuttgart
on Monday, when they could qualify if results elsewhere
go there way.

Winger Serge Gnabry is out of both games with an
ankle injury, while Juventus midfielder Sami Khedira sat
out Wednesday’s training with a knee knock. Few
German fans will need reminding that the team’s last
heavy defeat in qualifiers came ten years ago in Prague
when Loew’s men were humbled 3-0. However, the
Czech Republic were beaten by the same scoreline
when the sides met in Hamburg last October with two
goals by Thomas Mueller. — AFP 
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